Durasled DS860, Ultimate Barcode Scanning Sled for XCover Pro

DESCRIPTIONS OF DS860
~25 Words

The DuraSled DS860 is a scanning sled for the XCover Pro. It scans 1D/2D barcodes, DotCode and
MRZ/passports one-handed with Bluetooth wireless technology. Simply insert your XCover Pro, pair
your scanner and you are ready to go.
~50 Words

The DuraSled DS860 is a scanning sled that provides one-handed, versatile scanning solutions for XCover
Pros with Bluetooth wireless technology. The DuraSled scans 1D, 2D barcodes, OCR A & B fonts, OCR
USC, OCR passport, OCR MICR (E13B) fonts and DotCode. It creates a protective, dual-charging scanner,
allowing merchants to scan products’ barcodes and consumers’ passports with one device. Simply insert
your XCover Pro, pair your scanner and you are ready to go.
~100 Words

The DuraSled is a scanning sled for 1D/2D barcodes and travel identification reading, with Bluetooth
wireless technology for XCover Pro. The DS860 scans 1D, 2D barcodes, OCR A & B fonts, OCR USC, OCR
passport, OCR MICR (E13B) fonts and DotCode while the sled protects devices from tumbles. It is easyto-use and ideal for the travel industry, retail point of sale, field service or mobile service workers.
Simply insert your XCover Pro, pair your scanner and you are ready to go. The sled creates a one-handed
solution that will allow merchants to scan barcodes of products and the passports of consumers with
one device.

DESCRIPTIONS OF DS860 WITH CHARGING DOCK
~25 Words

The DuraSled DS860 is a durable universal barcode scanning sled and passport reader with Bluetooth®
wireless technology. Reads popular 1D, 2D barcodes, Dot Code, travel identifications, OCR and
MRZ/passports. It comes with a Charging Dock to conveniently charge and store the scanner sled. Insert
your XCover Pro, pair your scanner and you are ready to go
~50 Words

The DuraSled DS860 is a durable universal barcode scanning sled and passport reader with Bluetooth®
wireless technology that comes with a Charging Dock. The dock conveniently charges and stores the
scanner and smart device. The DS860 reads popular 1D, 2D barcodes, Dot Code, travel identifications,
OCR and MRZ/passports, which is perfect for the travel industry and retail point of sale. Insert your
XCover Pro, pair your scanner and you are ready to go.

~100 Words

The Socket Mobile DS860 is a durable barcode scanning sled and travel ID reader with Bluetooth®
wireless technology that comes with a Charging Dock to conveniently charge and store the scanner. The
DS860 reads all of the most popular 1D, 2D barcodes, Dot Code, travel identifications, OCR and
MRZ/passports. Users can scan barcodes printed on labels or displayed on screens. It is perfect for the
travel industry, retail point of sale, inventory management, sales order entry, field service, and other
mobile business applications. Merchants can scan barcodes of products and the passports of consumers
with one device. The external rubberized material increases drop protection. The DS860 fits comfortably
in the palm of your hand when smartphone is inserted. With the Charging Dock, the DS860 has a home
to charge. Insert your XCover Pro, pair your scanner and you are ready to go

DESCRIPTIONS OF DS860 WITH 6 BAY CHARGER
~25 Words

The DuraSled DS860 is a universal barcode scanning sled and travel identification reader with
Bluetooth® wireless technology. Use the 6 Bay Charger to charge and store up to six sleds and XCover
Pros.
~50 Words

The DuraSled DS860 is a universal barcode scanning sled and travel ID reader with Bluetooth® wireless
technology that includes a 6 Bay Charger. The dock charges and stores up to six sleds and smart devices.
The DS860 reads 1D, 2D, Dot Code, and travel identifications - ideal for the travel industry. Insert your
XCover Pro and you are ready to go.
~100 Words

The Socket Mobile DS860 is a barcode scanning sled and travel ID reader with Bluetooth® wireless
technology. The bundle includes a 6 Bay Charger to charge and store up to six sleds and smart devices.
The DS860 reads the most popular 1D, 2D, Dot Code and travel identifications. Users can scan barcodes
printed on labels or displayed on screens. It is perfect for the travel industry, retail point of sale,
inventory management, sales order entry, field service, and other mobile business applications. The
DS860 fits comfortably in the palm of your hand as a one-handed scanning solution. Insert your XCover
Pro and you are ready to go.

KEY SELLING POINTS
•
•

Interchangeable Scanner - Barcode scanner can be used separately, attached to the XCover Pro,
or inserted into any sized DuraCase.
Interchangeable Accessories – All accessories for DuraSled, DuraScan 800 Series and
DuraCase are the same.

•
•
•

Combines and protects both your Android device and 800 Series scanner with a durable
Elastomeric (rubber) case.
Integrates connectors from both devices directly into the case for dual charging.
Features magnetic contacts for ease of docking. Designed & made in USA.

